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Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 

 Interior hallways 

演示者
演示文稿备注
This talk will discuss how to automatically generate floorplans of building environments based on observed lidar and camera data.  This generation can be performed either from an existing pointcloud of the environment, or a grid map generated from SLAM or particle filtering applications.  For the latter, this approach is fast enough that it can be employed in real time.
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 Indoor Navigation 
 Energy Simulation 

Floor Plans         3D Models of Buildings 

 Texture Mapping 
 Virtual Reality 

 Augmented Reality 

 Video Games 

演示者
演示文稿备注
This talk will discuss our approach to generating models of building interiors, represented by triangulated meshes.  These meshes are derived from scans of the environment, and accurately portray the observed geometry and detail.These models are used in a number of applications, including:	- Virtual Reality	- Indoor Navigation	- Energy Simulation	- Video GamesOur technique is applied to large building models, often covering over a kilometer of ambulatory scans of a building.The main advantage of the techniques discussed in this talk is the level of simplicity of the output models.  Other modeling techniques can capture the geometry of buildings using hundreds of thousands, or even millions, of elements.  But by generating first a floorplan, a simplified model can be made that uses orders of magnitude fewer elements, while still accurately portraying the building layout.This difference in size allows for many applications of the model that were not possible before.
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 Acquisition System 
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演示者
演示文稿备注
Our system is ambulatory, in the form of a backpack that contains several laser scanners and cameras, which observe the environment as we traverse through it.  These sensors allow us to localize the position of the backpack over time, and from there we are able to generate scans of the full environment.
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Laser Scanners 

Cameras 

演示者
演示文稿备注
Our system is ambulatory, in the form of a backpack that contains several laser scanners and cameras, which observe the environment as we traverse through it.  These sensors allow us to localize the position of the backpack over time, and from there we are able to generate scans of the full environment.
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演示者
演示文稿备注
As this backpack moves through space, the lasers off to each side sweep the surrounding geometry.  Since we are able to track the backpacks position and orientation over time, we can concatenate these laser scans in world coordinates, allowing us to generate a full point-cloud representing the observed environment.
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Example Point-cloud 

演示者
演示文稿备注
Here is an example pointcloud of a hallway, generated by this sweeping motion.  Pointclouds give a nice representation for viewing the scanned environment, allowing us to observe the geometry, and even measure the sizes of architectural features if we so desired.  This is why pointclouds are the representation-of-choice for many civil engineers and architects who are inspecting existing buildings.However, there are many cases where this representation is lacking, and a full mesh is required.
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 45 Million Points 
 3.4 GB on disk 

Good for visualization,  
but unwieldy 

演示者
演示文稿备注
Here is an example pointcloud of a hallway, generated by this sweeping motion.  Pointclouds give a nice representation for viewing the scanned environment, allowing us to observe the geometry, and even measure the sizes of architectural features if we so desired.  This is why pointclouds are the representation-of-choice for many civil engineers and architects who are inspecting existing buildings.However, there are many cases where this representation is lacking, and a full mesh is required.
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2,644 Triangles 
81 KB on disk 

Watertight 
Models floors, walls, ceilings 

演示者
演示文稿备注
Note that this representation is almost 1/45,000th the size of the pointcloud, while actually conveying more geometry information.
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For 3D information, point clouds can be used 

19,000 Wall Samples 45 Million Points 
Turner and Zakhor, 3DimPVT 2012 

演示者
演示文稿备注
We generate floor plans by first heavily subsampling the pointclouds.  We don’t care about every point, only points that are useful for specifying the locations of walls.  This allows us to go from a pointcloud of 45 million points, as shown here, to a set of only 19 thousand wall sample points
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Each sampled position contains wall information 

 (x,y) position 
 Wall height 
 Point density 
 Observing poses 

Turner and Zakhor, 3DimPVT 2012 

演示者
演示文稿备注
Regardless of whether the points came from a 2D system with particle filtering, or a full 3D pointcloud, each of these samplescontains lots of helpful information.In addition to the horizontal position of the point, these samples also store information about wall density, the top-to-bottom height extent of the wall, and which positions of the scanning system observed this point in space.  This last datum is especially useful.
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Triangulate samples to represent Floor Plan area 
 
 
 
 

Each triangle is either 
  Inside or Outside 

演示者
演示文稿备注
These wall samples can be triangulate in order to partition the 2D area of the environment.  Each triangle represents an indivisible fraction of the environment, and by labeling it either inside or outside, we can partition the space into the interior area (which we care about) or the exterior area (which is discarded)
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Labeling interior volume 
Scan 
 lines 

Wall 
 Samples 

Path of backpack 

演示者
演示文稿备注
Using these wall samples, we can find the interior volume of the floor plan by tracing the path of each scan, from the position of the scanner to the scanned point on the wall.Our scans are dense enough that the combination of all of these scans yields a full coverage of the observed area.This shows the scans once a second.
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Example floor plan 

演示者
演示文稿备注
We are able to generate a floor plan of the full interior volume
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演示者
演示文稿备注
This technique is able to work on a variety of environments.  This shows a large office complex, which contains mostly cubicles and a few offices.  The top wall (point to it) is the front entrance, made of glass, which is often very difficult to model.
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演示者
演示文稿备注
Cubicle walls were successfully ignored, but structural columns in the building were preserved.
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演示者
演示文稿备注
As the backpack moves through the environment, each part of the floorplan is refined as it is observed.  Note that as a room is entered or re-entered, the room geometry improves.
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演示者
演示文稿备注
Cubicle walls were successfully ignored, but structural columns in the building were preserved.
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Outside area  
partially scanned 

演示者
演示文稿备注
Cubicle walls were successfully ignored, but structural columns in the building were preserved.
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演示者
演示文稿备注
Cubicle walls were successfully ignored, but structural columns in the building were preserved.
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Find seed locations for  
  each room 
 

Graph cut to partition 
  all space in floorplan 
  into rooms 
 

Refine room labels 

演示者
演示文稿备注
Cubicle walls were successfully ignored, but structural columns in the building were preserved.
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Delaunay Triangulation 
 

Dense Wall Samples 

演示者
演示文稿备注
Cubicle walls were successfully ignored, but structural columns in the building were preserved.
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Delaunay Triangulation 
 

Dense Wall Samples 
 

Circumcircles typically 
  contained in interior 

演示者
演示文稿备注
Cubicle walls were successfully ignored, but structural columns in the building were preserved.
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Delaunay Triangulation 
 

Dense Wall Samples 
 

Circumcircles typically 
  contained in interior 
 

Circumcircles good 
  proxy for room size 
 

演示者
演示文稿备注
Cubicle walls were successfully ignored, but structural columns in the building were preserved.
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Find local maxima of 
  circumradii 

演示者
演示文稿备注
Cubicle walls were successfully ignored, but structural columns in the building were preserved.
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Find local maxima of 
  circumradii 
 
The circumcircles who  
   are larger than all  
   other intersecting 
   circumcircles 
 

演示者
演示文稿备注
Cubicle walls were successfully ignored, but structural columns in the building were preserved.
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Find local maxima of 
  circumradii 
 
The circumcircles who  
   are larger than all  
   other intersecting 
   circumcircles 
 

演示者
演示文稿备注
Cubicle walls were successfully ignored, but structural columns in the building were preserved.
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Find local maxima of 
  circumradii 
 
The circumcircles who  
   are larger than all  
   other intersecting 
   circumcircles 
 

演示者
演示文稿备注
Cubicle walls were successfully ignored, but structural columns in the building were preserved.
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Find local maxima of 
  circumradii 
 
The circumcircles who  
   are larger than all  
   other intersecting 
   circumcircles 
 

演示者
演示文稿备注
Cubicle walls were successfully ignored, but structural columns in the building were preserved.
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Find local maxima of 
  circumradii 
 
The circumcircles who  
   are larger than all  
   other intersecting 
   circumcircles 
 

演示者
演示文稿备注
Cubicle walls were successfully ignored, but structural columns in the building were preserved.
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Find local maxima of 
  circumradii 
 
The circumcircles who  
   are larger than all  
   other intersecting 
   circumcircles 
 

演示者
演示文稿备注
Cubicle walls were successfully ignored, but structural columns in the building were preserved.
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Find local maxima of 
  circumradii 
 
The circumcircles who  
   are larger than all  
   other intersecting 
   circumcircles 
 

演示者
演示文稿备注
Cubicle walls were successfully ignored, but structural columns in the building were preserved.
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Find local maxima of 
  circumradii 
 
The circumcircles who  
   are larger than all  
   other intersecting 
   circumcircles 
 

演示者
演示文稿备注
Cubicle walls were successfully ignored, but structural columns in the building were preserved.
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Final set of local 
  maxima 

演示者
演示文稿备注
Cubicle walls were successfully ignored, but structural columns in the building were preserved.
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Final set of local 
  maxima 
 

Graph Partition  
  remaining triangles 

演示者
演示文稿备注
Cubicle walls were successfully ignored, but structural columns in the building were preserved.
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Final set of local 
  maxima 
 

Graph Partition  
  remaining triangles 

演示者
演示文稿备注
.
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Provides overlabeling 
 

Use building standards 
   to refine labels 

ADA Compliance: http://www.trustile.com/techinfo/ada.asp 

32” Minimum 
48” Maximum 
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 Improving models with trimming 

Before After 

演示者
演示文稿备注
Room partition also helps us improve the model.During the partition process, we overlabel (as shown on the left).We then merge labels together in order to make more complete rooms (see hallways for example)We also look for poorly scanned areas (point to explosions), and can remove themBy recognizing that they are a room that we did not go into.  This helps reduce unsightly artifacts.
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Example Labeled Floor Plans:  
                              Before Merging Labels 

演示者
演示文稿备注
This techinque even works on extreme cases.  We’ve shown this model a few times,It’s the hallways of a hotel in houston.  Now, the hallways are all regulated by theSame system, so it makes sense to count an entire hallway as one thermal zone.As shown here, even with complex hallways, it correctly labels this area as one zone,While recognizing that the rooms we did go into are separate from this area.Room labeling also helps with simplification.  We are able to keep the high detailAt doorways, while making sure each room is represented as compactly as possible.
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演示者
演示文稿备注
This techinque even works on extreme cases.  We’ve shown this model a few times,It’s the hallways of a hotel in houston.  Now, the hallways are all regulated by theSame system, so it makes sense to count an entire hallway as one thermal zone.As shown here, even with complex hallways, it correctly labels this area as one zone,While recognizing that the rooms we did go into are separate from this area.Room labeling also helps with simplification.  We are able to keep the high detailAt doorways, while making sure each room is represented as compactly as possible.
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                              After Merging Labels 
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演示者
演示文稿备注
This techinque even works on extreme cases.  We’ve shown this model a few times,It’s the hallways of a hotel in houston.  Now, the hallways are all regulated by theSame system, so it makes sense to count an entire hallway as one thermal zone.As shown here, even with complex hallways, it correctly labels this area as one zone,While recognizing that the rooms we did go into are separate from this area.Room labeling also helps with simplification.  We are able to keep the high detailAt doorways, while making sure each room is represented as compactly as possible.
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2.5D Model 2D Floor Plan 

演示者
演示文稿备注
Again, all the floorplans I have shown only used information from one scanner and the IMU.Since we’re interested in making 3D models of buildings, we utilize our other scanners aboardTo analyze height information for the models.  From this we are able to generate a full mesh.
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Each wall sample has height information 

演示者
演示文稿备注
Here’s the model I was showing before, now colored by thermal zones.  Note that each room is its own zone, while the hallways are broken up at theLocation of firedoors (point to firedoors).
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Each wall sample height estimated individually 

演示者
演示文稿备注
Here’s the model I was showing before, now colored by thermal zones.  Note that each room is its own zone, while the hallways are broken up at theLocation of firedoors (point to firedoors).
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Median floor/ceiling height by room 

演示者
演示文稿备注
Here’s the model I was showing before, now colored by thermal zones.  Note that each room is its own zone, while the hallways are broken up at theLocation of firedoors (point to firedoors).
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Wall Simplification using QEM 

演示者
演示文稿备注
Here’s the model I was showing before, now colored by thermal zones.  Note that each room is its own zone, while the hallways are broken up at theLocation of firedoors (point to firedoors).
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Extruding to 3D 

演示者
演示文稿备注
We find the floor and ceiling height information for each room, and then extrude each room individually
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Generate each floor separately 

演示者
演示文稿备注
We find the floor and ceiling height information for each room, and then extrude each room individually
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3D Models 

演示者
演示文稿备注
We find the floor and ceiling height information for each room, and then extrude each room individually
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Comparison to other modeling methods 

Proposed Modeling Technique 
2,943 Triangles 
88 KB on Disk (Wavefront OBJ format) 
10 seconds to process 

Reference Model 
4,147,345 Triangles 
82 MB on Disk (Wavefront OBJ format) 
5 hours to process 

Turner and Zakhor, 3DV 2013 

演示者
演示文稿备注
We find the floor and ceiling height information for each room, and then extrude each room individually
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Comparison to other modeling methods 

Proposed Modeling Technique 
2,943 Triangles 
88 KB on Disk (Wavefront OBJ format) 
10 seconds to process 

Reference Model 
4,147,345 Triangles 
82 MB on Disk (Wavefront OBJ format) 
5 hours to process 

Turner and Zakhor, 3DV 2013 

演示者
演示文稿备注
We find the floor and ceiling height information for each room, and then extrude each room individually
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Comparison to other modeling methods 

Proposed Modeling Technique 
2,943 Triangles 
88 KB on Disk (Wavefront OBJ format) 
10 seconds to process 

Reference Model 
4,147,345 Triangles 
82 MB on Disk (Wavefront OBJ format) 
5 hours to process 

Turner and Zakhor, 3DV 2013 

演示者
演示文稿备注
We find the floor and ceiling height information for each room, and then extrude each room individually
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Comparison to other modeling methods 

Proposed Modeling Technique 
2,943 Triangles 
88 KB on Disk (Wavefront OBJ format) 
10 seconds to process 

Reference Model 
4,147,345 Triangles 
82 MB on Disk (Wavefront OBJ format) 
5 hours to process 

Turner and Zakhor, 3DV 2013 

演示者
演示文稿备注
We find the floor and ceiling height information for each room, and then extrude each room individually
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Simple Models with Texture 

演示者
演示文稿备注
We find the floor and ceiling height information for each room, and then extrude each room individually
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Simple Models with Texture from Imagery Cheng 2013 

演示者
演示文稿备注
We find the floor and ceiling height information for each room, and then extrude each room individually
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Assumes walls are dominant surfaces 

演示者
演示文稿备注
We find the floor and ceiling height information for each room, and then extrude each room individually
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Assumes walls are dominant surfaces 

演示者
演示文稿备注
We find the floor and ceiling height information for each room, and then extrude each room individually
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演示者
演示文稿备注
We find the floor and ceiling height information for each room, and then extrude each room individually
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